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Abstract: family of methods based intra-step Chebyshev is developed the solution 
initial-value problems differential equations of the second-order form ” = f( y(x); x). The general 
procedure allows stepsizes which are considerably larger than commonly used in conventional methods. Computation 
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of the method substantially reduces local errors while maintaining a low rate of global error growth. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we present a new method for obtaining numerical solutions for initial value 
problems of ordinary differential equations of the special second-order (vector) form 
d2y/ dx2 =f( y(x); x>, ~(0) = cl, y’(0) = c2. (1) 
Our principal objective was the construction of an accurate and efficient procedure for the 
integration of the dynamical equations typically encountered in nonrelativistic n-body motion 
problems. The differential equations of such systems are those of (1). Under a very wide range of 
initial conditions, the resulting solutions have a general quasi-periodic character provided 
collision singularities have not occurred. The method was constructed to take advantage of the 
expected behavior of the solution. However, as it evolved, the general procedure was seen to be 
generally appropriate for those applications in which the solution is thought to possess a periodic 
or quasi-periodic character. 
The method relies primarily upon constructing the solution through Chebyshev interpolation 
at intra-step nodal points. Chebyshev polynomials were chosen over trigonometric functions 
because of their superior convergence-rate properties and because of their minimax error 
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characteristics within the interpolation interval. The coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials 
are obtained through a low-overhead iteration procedure using stepsizes that are typically 5 to 30 
times as large as those utilized in conventional procedures. The iterative character of the method 
is shown (via examples) to dampen substantially the growth in global error. Solutions are thus 
expected to maintain accuracy over extended intervals of integration. 
The use of nonpolynomial interpolants for numerical integration procedures is, of course, not 
new. Methods based on trigonometric polynomials were pioneered by Gautschi [6]. Stiefel and 
Bettis [16] extended Gautschi’s ideas specifically for applications in the area of orbital and 
celestial mechanics. Recent work by Neta and Ford [ll] describes Nystrom- and Milne-type 
procedures for systems whose solution oscillates with a known frequency. Their procedures rely 
on the use of a trigonometric polynomial basis. A drawback to all these methods is the 
inescapable requirement that estimated values for the system frequencies be known in advance. 
Ordinarily, such information is not readily available without preliminary numerical or analytical 
investigations. 
Chebyshev methods were described early on by Lanczos [9]. They were later elaborated and 
extended by Clenshaw [2] and Clenshaw and Norton [4]. Important refinements were subse- 
quently made by Norton [12]. These procedures employ a slowly convergent iteration process 
which, unfortunately, generates a considerable overhead making their use undesirable in some 
applications. Chebyshev multistep methods for n th-order initial-value problems were considered 
by Lyche [lo]. His procedures provide explicit expressions for stepsize-dependent coefficients in 
those cases where it is desirable to integrate a certain set of functions exactly. 
Our method and the resulting family of procedures was developed to be a practical tool for the 
numerical solution of systems where oscillatory behavior is expected (but not required). The 
methods are largely comparable in efficiency to Runge-Kutta and conventional higher-order 
multistep procedures. Qualitative or quantitative knowledge of the solution is not required. 
However, if such information is available, it can be used to obtain a slight to moderate increase 
in efficiency. 
2. General procedure 
Equation (1) represents an initial value problem for a system of n special second-order 
differential equations. Each of the functions f = f ( y( x); x) is assumed to be real-valued and of 
class C2 for all x in [O,b], b > 0. The development of the integration procedure initially follows 
the construction elaborated by Henrici [8] for Stbrmer-Cowell methods. That is, by use of the 
identity 
J x*‘hgdz =y(x f <h) -Y(X), x 
with 0 < 6 6 1, and integrating by parts and manipulating, we eventually arrive at the equations 
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which, when added, eliminate the y’(x) contribution so that the basic relation is 
y(x + [h) - 2y(x) +y(x - [h) = lx+“(x + &‘t - z)[f(z) +f(2x - z)] dz. 
A I. = (2) 
This equation allows us to determine y at x + h< given information (explicit or implicit) about y 
and f in the domain [x - h, x + h]. Setting 5 = 1 provides the fundamental equation of our 
procedure: 
y(x+h)=2y(x)-y(x-h)+&+ (3) 
However, the determination of y( x + h) requires (in our method) a knowledge of y( x + htj) at 
preselected nodal points in the domain corresponding to E = tj. Thus we require the generality 
expressed in (2) for various 6. In contrast, conventional multistep procedures effectively replace 
the function f in the integrand with backward difference interpolation schemes dependent upon 
a polynomial basis set. The back points are generally equally spaced linear combinations of the 
stepsize: x, x-h, x - 2h ,... . Instead, we develop the integrand in terms of an orthogonal 
polynomial basis, specifically the Chebyshev polynomials. The interpolation is performed on the 
interval [x,x + h]. The number of nodal points is arbitrary and can be set in accordance with 
predetermined accuracy requirements. 
We begin by rewriting the integral in (2) in terms of the new variable (Y, ( a 1 < 1, defined by 
the relation 
z=x+$h(a+l). (4) 
This gives 
I= ‘A= 
4 
J 
25-1(25 - 1 - a)[ f+ +f] da, 
-1 
where r and f are defined on - 1 < (Y =G 1, and 
f’(a)=j-[x+:h(a+l)], j-(a)=f[x-:h(c~+l)]. (6) 
These functions have their own unique Chebyshev expansions each of which is absolutely and 
uniformly convergent on - 1 < (Y < 1. We write 
where the single prime on the summation denotes that the first term is to be multiplied by i, and 
(8) 
The Chebyshev polynomials Tk(a) are defined in general by the trigonometric relation 
~“(COS +) = cos(k$). For k >, 2, T,(a) is found from the recursion formula 
T,(a) - 2aT,_,(a) + T,_,(a) = 0, (9) 
with the starting values T,(a) = 1 and Tl( a) = a. 
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For the above to be of practical value in a numerical scheme, the infinite series developments 
for the functions f * are replaced by their approximations (Fox and Parker [5]) as Chebyshev 
sums over n + 1 discrete points in [ - l,l]: 
The coefficients a$ are approximations for the ck+ in (8) and are given by 
(11) 
where 
ej = (n -j)+, 
and xi and x_~ are abbreviations for the expressions 
x,=x+:h[1+c0s B,], x_j = x - :h [l + cos 8,] ) 
with 
(12) 
(1% b) 
xg = x-0 = x. 
Consequently, the integral I becomes 
03c) 
I= $z2f”(a; + .,$-‘(2E - 1 - a)T,(a) da. 
k=O 
04) 
For the expressions above and those in the sequel, double primes indicate that both the first and 
last terms of the summation are to be halved. 
To perform the integrations indicated in (14), we use from Clenshaw [3] the relation 
J T,(a) da = + ATk+d”) - -& Tk-da),] ka22, 
with 
s T,(a) da = T,(a), J 
T,(a) da= *[T,(a) + T,(a)]. 
As a consequence of (9), we find that 
aTk(a) = :[Tk+l(a) + Tk-lb)]* 
This equation in conjunction with (15) provides the following integration formulae for integrands 
that involve aTk ( a) : 
/-cYT,(a) da = A[ T,(a) + 3T,(a)] 9 
J 
aT,(a) da = &[T4(a) - T,(a)]. 
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To implement the discrete approximation, values for y(x + htj) must be calculated. These are 
obtained from (2) rewritten in the following form as 
Y(x+h~j)=2y(x)-y(x-hSi)+I,, 07) 
where in view of (13) 
5;=+(l+cos 8J, (18) 
and I, is the result of the evaluation of (14) with 6 replaced by tj. It is seen that the upper limit 
in this integration requires the determination of values for T,(2ej - 1). From (18), we have 
Tk(2Ej-1)= T/c( cos e,)=cos(kfg. (19) 
Evaluation of Ii now proceeds easily, and we find that the basic equation (17) becomes 
Y(X+h(,)=2y(X)-y(X-ht,) +ih2C”(U,+ +a,)Rjk> (20) 
k=O 
for j=l, 2 ,..., n, and where 
i 
cos(k + 2)ej cos(k - 2)0/- 
4(k + l)(k + 2) + 4(k-l)(k-2) 
I + [2(-l)k-1-l] cos k9, _ (-l)k-2 2(k- l)(k+ 1) (k-2)(k+2)’ k>, 3, Rjk = (21) 
&(-9-16cos~j-8cos28,+cos4~j), 
&(-8-9~0s ej+c0s3e,), 
+(3 + 4 cos ej + cos 2e,), 
k= 2, 
k=l, 
k=O. 
The actual integration procedure which steps the solution from x to x + h is obtained from (20) 
when tljZn = 1. For j = n, the factor R,, takes a much simplified form, namely 
I (k+ l);k- 1) ’ 
k=0,2,4 ,..., 
Rnk = 
(k+2;(k-2)’ 
k=l, 3, 5 ,... . 
(24 
It should be seen that (20) cannot be used to determine y(x + h) explicitly because the function 
evaluations for the u: (see (11)) occur in the interval [x,x + h] where y(x) is not known. Note 
however, there is not a similar problem for the coefficients ai because their values are defined in 
[x - h,x], and they are therefore assumed to be known from the previous step. 
3. Lower-order procedures: n = 1, n = 2 
If the general procedure is to function as an accurate and effective alternative to more 
conventional methods, h will be set considerably larger than the conventional stepsize, and n 
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be chosen to satisfy some error threshold. This, in many instances, could be based upon the 
local truncation error estimate, Section 4. If double precision floating point fractions of 53 bits 
(IEEE 754-1985 Standard for Binary Floating-point Arithrnic) are used in the computations, our 
tests indicate that for accuracies of 40 bits or better (12 significant places), the value of n must 
be n > 6 even for relatively trivial systems. Selecting n = 1 or n = 2 will result in the two 
lowest-accuracy algorithms. We include them here merely as examples to illustrate the structural 
aspects of (20) through (22). 
In the case of n = 1, there is only one equation: 
y(x+h)=2y(x)-y(x-h)-t Q?[(a; fa,)R,,+(a,f fa,)R,,], (23) 
where 
Lz; =f(x) +f(x + h), Lz: = -f(x) +f(x + h), 
a, =f(x) +f(x - h), a, = -f(x) +f(x -h), 
and 
R,, = 2, R,, = -+. 
Substituting into (23) and simplifying results in a basic 2-step method: 
y(x + h) = 2y(x) -y(x - h) + $z2[f(X + h) + 4f(x) +f(x - h)]. (24 
This scheme can be viewed as the result of an elementary interpolation applied to the right-hand 
sides of (2). That is, if both f(z) and f(2x - ) z are approximated linearly on [x,x + h], then a 
simple integration and rearrangement will recover (24). 
For n = 2, we have the following equation 
y(x+h)=2y(x)-y(x-h)+~h2[(a;+a,)R2,+2(a,f+a~)R2, 
+ (a: + G)R,,], (25) 
which after substitution from (12), (13), (ll), and (22) becomes 
y(x + h) = 2y(x) -y(x - h) + &2”[3f(x + h) 
+Sf(x+:h)+8f(x)+8f(x-:h)+3f(x-h)]. (26) 
The evaluation of f( x + $h) requires a solution for y(x + $h). Values for f(x - :h) and 
f( x - h) are taken from the previous step. From (20), 
y(x+:h)=2y(x)-y(x-:h) 
++h2[(u0+ +u,)R,,+2(u,t +u,)R,, + (u; +a,)R,,]. 
The coefficients ukf in this equation are identical to those found for (25). However, the factors 
R,, are obtained from (21) instead of (22). After substitution, we find 
y(x+$)=2y(x)-y(x-$2) 
+$z2[f(x+h)+3f(x++h)+7f(x)+3f(x-+h)+f(x-h)]. (27) 
Equations (26) and (27) can now be iterated to convergence. 
There are a number of methods which can be followed to gain convergence of the above 
equations. The technique which appears to be as efficient as most is addressed briefly in Section 
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5. For our integration procedure to be adaptable to a large spectrum of problems, the order of 
the method (hereon defined to be n) must be easily adjustable. Writing code for (20) for every 
conceivably practical value of n would be an enormous and unproductive task. The explicit 
replacement of u: (as it was done in (24), (26), and (27)) would require considerable algebraic 
manipulations even for modest values of n. We accordingly view the above two examples as 
largely unrepresentative of the actual process which is applied to implement (20) for arbitrary n. 
4. Truncation error 
The local error E,(z) incurred in replacing the integral I in (3) with the discrete approxima- 
tion of (14) lies in the use of the Chebyshev sum representation for the function f*(a). 
Differencing (7) and (10) gives the error in the f * approximation: 
The coefficients uz and cz are related by the expression 
ak *=Cki+(C2+n_k+CZi,+k)+(C~~_k+Cq+n+k)+..., o<k<n. 
Thus 
e,‘(a) = cni+r[ T,+,(a) - T,-r(a)] G 2ic,‘r 1. 
Using (5) with 5 = 1 and (28b), we estimate the magnitude of E,(z) by evaluating 
which becomes 
J%(z) = +h2(lc,+,11 + Ic;+1lj 
For large n, we have 
-1 1 
2(n - 3) + 2(n-1 
1 2+1 --- 
n-2 n n+2 
1 1 
-+ 
) 2(n+l) - 2(n+3) ’ ’ even’ 
n odd. 
@a) 
w4 
J%w = (2h2/n3)(lc,=,I + c;+1lj. 
From Snyder [14], the coefficients c,‘+r are replaced by 
C T+1 = D”+‘f’(u)/2”(n + l)!, c;+r = D”+‘f(q)/2”(n + l)!, 
where D "'If+< a) and D”“f-( 7) d enote n + 1 derivatives of the f * evaluated at some point in 
the domain [ - l,l]. Using (4) together with the assumption 
lD”+‘f’(~) 1 = ID”+‘fh) 1 g l~“+f(S> 1, 
provides an estimate for I?,,(z): 
i,(z) G hn+31 D”“f( z) //22”-1n3( n + l)! . (29) 
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5. An iteration procedure 
For notational purposes, let yJ and y-j denote y(x + htj) and y(x - htj) respectively. The 
iterative process consists of finding the JJJ for a set of approximate al, then using these new yj 
values to update the ak+. This is repeated until the yj converge sufficiently, that is, until the 
values for each of the y, (1 <j < n) do not change by more than some prescribed tolerance from 
one iteration to the next. These y, are then used as the appropriate y_j in the next step. Because 
the procedure is not self starting, initial y_j values must be obtained from another source. 
To implement this sort of procedure efficiently, it is convenient to rewrite (20) as 
n 
yj = sj + $h2z”Rjkak+, 
k=O 
(30) 
where sj denotes those terms which do not involve an u: factor and are thus constant 
throughout the iteration. The R,, coefficients are calculated initially once n is chosen and are 
constant throughout the integration as long as n remains fixed. 
Of those that were considered, the iteration method which we found to be the most efficient 
was a procedure we call iteration by continuous substitution. In this scheme, the initial uk+ (taken 
as those of the previous step) are used to determine an approximation for y, only. This value is 
used to generate an improved set of the ai, and these are then used to determine y,. This 
process is repeated until y,, is reached forming one complete iteration pass. These passes are 
repeated until variations in the yj are judged sufficiently small. 
At first glance it may appear that efficiency suffers because of excessive recalculations of the 
uk+. This would be true if the summation indicated in (11) were repeatedly executed. However, 
this need not be the case. For instance, say the latest yj to be updated is denoted y,. Then, in 
(11) only the ith contribution changes. Consequently the u: can be updated by subtracting the 
old contribution of f, and adding the new contribution, both multiplied by cos( kBi). This results 
in minimal additional computation, and efficiency is not compromised. 
Conclusions about the success of this scheme were obtained from the result of a series of 
numerical tests which are described in Section 7. In all cases, the derivatives of f( y; x) were 
sufficiently smooth to insure that, in view of (28a) and (29), the ratio 1 u,‘/u,‘+, 1 decreased 
rapidly with increasing k. For k > 3, we found that this ratio could be consistently estimated at 
one order of magnitude. 
6. First derivative determination 
Once the coefficients uk+ in (11) are known, it is an easy task to determine the derivatives 
dy/dxatthepointsx+ht,forj=l,..., n. The procedure followed is nearly identical to that 
presented in Section 2. We begin with (1) and integrate to obtain 
y’(x + th) -y’(x) = $*+‘“f( y(z); z) dz, 
x 
= A I, 
with 0 < 5 G 1. Exchanging z for (Y as in (4) gives 
(31) 
I=+h 
s ‘:-lti(d da, 
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where from (10) we have the approximation 
Consequently, the integral becomes 
I= fhpa:/26-1*k(a) 
k=O -1 
43 
da, (32) 
which is readily evaluated in the same manner as indicated previously. For the discrete points 6, 
(see WV), (31) is rewritten in a convenient notation as 
y’(x + htJ =y’(x) + Ij, (33a) 
where from the evaluation of (32) we have 
I,= ;hfYl:Qjk, j= l,..., n, (33b) 
k=O 
with 
cos(k + l)ej cos(k - l)B, (-l)“_’ 
Qjk = I 2(k+1) - 2(&l) +(k-1)&+1)’ ka2, -+ + + COS(20j), k= 1, 1 + cos e/, k=O. (334 
The calculation of the derivative at x + h is obtained by setting j = n in (33). This results in a 
considerable simplification in the expression for Qnk: 
Qnk= ;2/(k+l)(k-I), ;I;,;$..., 
i > , , >*.. 
Consequently, we have 
y’(x+h)=y’(x)-h & 4 
k=O,2,4,... ck + ')ck - '> ' 
(34) 
In view of the analysis of the previous section and our tests reported in Section 7, we find that 
this expression generally converges quite rapidly. 
7. Numerical results 
In this section the results for a number of different tests of the integration procedure are 
presented. In all cases the data were generated in IEEE Standard double precision floating point. 
Three test cases are reported. The first two are rather standard nonlinear systems: the conserva- 
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tive Duffing’s equation and the planar two-body equations. These equations with initial condi- 
tions and corresponding known solutions are given below. 
(1) Duffing: _ _ 
_ 
d*Y/ dx* + (1 + k*)Y = 2k2Y3; 
Solution: 
Y = sn(x; k). 
(2) Two-Body: 
d*y, ~ +y,/r3=0; 
dx* 
Y,(O) = a(1 
d2Y2 - + y2/r3 = 0; 
dx* 
Y*(O) = 07 
y(0) = 0, y’(0) = 1. (35) 
_ 4 Ylw = 0, 
vi(O) = q/(1 + e)/(l - e) , (36) 
with 
r’=y:+~~. 
Solution: 
y, = a[cos(E) -e], y, = a/m sin(E), 
where a is the orbital semimajor axis, e the eccentricity (< l), and E is the eccentric 
anomaly found at any x from the solution to Kepler’s equation: 
x=u -3’2[E-e sin(E)]. 
The third test system was the set of 27 equations for the three-dimensional motion of 9 point 
masses- the classical planetary problem. The dependent variables were Sun-centered rectangular 
coordinates. Initial conditions were obtained from Developmental Ephemeris 200 of the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory [15]. Each of these equations is obtained from the general vector 
formulation 
9 
q=-Gxrnj 
I 
r, - yj 5 
j=l IIi;-l;l)3 + 7 ’ 1 i= 1,...,9, JZi (37) 
where mj and r, are, respectively, the mass and heliocentric position vector of body i, G is the 
universal gravitational constant, and m, is the solar mass. 
For the first two test cases, we have determined the absolute errors as functions of the order n 
and stepsize h. For each case, a stepsize was selected and the Chebyshev procedure executed for 
the orders n = 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 20. The domain of the integration was the interval [O,lOO]. The 
largest error which occurred in this interval was saved and tagged with a particular (n, h) set. 
The results are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. It should be noted that these curves do not 
represent the maximum accuracy that can be obtained for a given n, but rather an idea of the 
possible accuracy for different values of h. If different values of eccentricity e (0 < e < 1) are 
taken, then the error curves in Fig. 2 shift up or down. For e = 0, the maximum errors flatten out 
in the neighborhood of 10-15. 
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A h-l.0 
0 h=2.0 
n h-3.0 
0 h=4.0 
-14 I 4 I 6 I 6 I 
IO 
I 
12 
I 
14 
I 
16 16 
Chebyshev order (n) 
Fig. 1. Chebyshev accuracy (Duffing’s es.). 
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Accuracy and efficiency comparisons were conducted with four procedures which we consider 
to be conventional. These are listed below. 
(1) Stormer-Cowell, tenth-order multistep [13]. 
(2) Stormer-Cowell, sixth-order multistep [8]. 
(3) Hairer, tenth-order (one-step) Nystrom [7]. 
(4) Bettis, fifth-order (embedded 4/5) Runge-Kutta [l]. 
A h-0.5 
-2- A h=l.O 
q h=2.0 
m h=3 0 
-42 
" 
3 
g -6- 
5 
$ 
E 
-Ei- 
‘Z 
i 
-lO- 
-14 I 4 I 6 I 
Ei 
I 10 I 
12 
I I 
14 16 1E 
Chebyshev order (n) 
Fig. 2. Chebyshev accuracy (two-body eqs., e = 0.25). 
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p COWELL. tenth order 
A COWELL. sixth order 
0 HAIRER 
n RUNGE-KUTTA 
-12 / I I I I 
0 20 40 60 80 11 
Processor time (seconds) 
Fig. 3. Efficiency comparison (Duffing’s es.). 
All four methods were compared against Chebyshev procedures of order n = 6 and n = 12. In 
the first set of comparisons, we determine efficiency as a function of processor time and 
maximum error over the interval [0,500]. The results are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. Each contour 
was initiated by a stepsize which gave a maximum error of approximately 10P3. The stepsize was 
0 I 
P COWELL, tenth order 
-2- - COWELL. sixth order 
q HAIRER 
. RUNGE-KUTTA 
o CHEBYSHEV. n=lZ 
a 
-4- 
* . CHEBYSHEV. n=S 
F 
U 
E 
-6- 
; 
2 
-B- 
.- 
2 
I 
-lO- 
-12 
i 
-14 I I I I 
0 50 100 150 
! 
200 
Processor time (seconds) 
Fig. 4. Efficiency comparison (two-body eqs., e = 0.1). 
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A COWELL, h=.li6 
q HAIRER. h=.37 
1.5 
o CHEBYSHEV. h=1.95 
c 
2 
x 
i 1 
w 
X (independent variable) 
Fig. 5. Short-term error propagation (Duffing’s eq.). 
reduced in stages until the maximum error reached a minimum. At each stage the processor time 
and the maximum error were recorded. In both test cases, the Chebyshev procedure of order 12 
achieved the best accuracies by at least two orders of magnitude. Computation time was 
generally double that for methods (1) through (3). 
-. 
A COWELL. h-.116 
2.5 
q HAIRER. h=.37 
I 0 CHEBYSHEV. h-1.95 / 
X (independent variable) 
Fig. 6. Long-term error propagation (Duffing’s es.). 
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2 
1.5 
“p 
s 
x 
g 1 
w 
.5 
P COWELL. h-.0795 
o HAIRER. h=.245 
a CHEBYSHEV. h=1.94 
/A 
1 
X (independent variable) 
Fig. 7. Long-term error propagation (two-body eqs., e = 0.1). 
Test equations (35) (36), and (37) were then used to investigate the global error propagation 
resulting from the order 12 Chebyshev procedure. The higher-order Stormer-Cowell and Hairer 
methods were selected for comparison. Integration of (35) and (36) was conducted over the 
interval [0,5000]. Error growth for the two-body system was recorded for eccentricities of e = 0.1 
and e = 0.25. The stepsize for each procedure was determined so that all methods gave nearly 
equal errors at x = 200. Figures 5 through 8 summarize the results. Figure 5 is a magnified view 
of Fig. 6 showing the error at x = 200 and its initial propagation. From the Duffing and 
two-body tests, we find, by using a best-fit power method of the form 
error = ux’ , (38) 
that the error in the Chebyshev procedure propagates almost linearly (b = 1.00.. _) as opposed to 
the nonlinear growth (b z 2.) illustrated by the Hairer and Stijrmer-Cowell methods. Such 
nonlinear behavior coming from conventional methods is well known. A theoretical framework 
for it can be found in Stokes [17]. 
Equations (37) were integrated over the interval [0,20000] using the Chebyshev procedure with 
a stepsize h = 10. (The equations were scaled so that each unit of the independent variable was 
one mean solar day.) For any procedure with a fixed stepsize, the most severe errors are always 
found in the coordinates of body 1 (Mercury) because of its eccentricity (0.21) and its relatively 
short orbital period (88 days). It was decided to use these data as a worst-case comparison. The 
comparison data were obtained from an extended-precision integration (approximately 33 
significant decimal digits) using a 16th-order Sttirmer-Cowell procedure [13] and a stepsize of 
0.25. Error data for coordinate-l of body 1 were taken at intervals of 500 steps and are displayed 
in Fig. 9. Stepsizes for the Hairer and Stijrmer-Cowell procedures were adjusted so that the error 
at x = 500 was in close agreement with that found in the Chebyshev integration (5. X 10-14). The 
error data in each case were fit using the method of (38). These results are shown as the curves 
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X (independent variable) 
Fig. 8. Long-term error propagation (two-body eqs., e = 0.25). 
.” 
PA COWELL 
8 o n HAIAER II i 
0 l CHEBYSHEV 
X (independent variable) x 1000 
Fig. 9. Error propagation for coordinate-l of body 1 (nine-body eqs.). (Best-fit power-method curves are denoted with 
filled-in symbols.) 
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Table 1 
Data from the 9-body, 20000-day integration 
Method Stepsize Function 
h evaluation count 
(Cowell = 100) 
Error 
exponent b, 
eq. (38) 
Processor 
time 
(Hairer = 1.) 
Chebyshev 10.0 188 1.33 2.69 
Hairer 1.52 120 1.61 1.00 
Cowell 0.50 100 1.56 1.45 
with the filled-in symbols in Fig. 9. The exponents b are given in Table 1 along with function 
evaluation counts, processor timings, and stepsize data. 
We conclude from these tests that the Chebyshev procedure is competitive with conventional 
methods in terms of efficiency. In all cases, the global error as represented by (38) or taken from 
the raw data of Figs. 1 through 9 increases at a rate which is significantly less than the error rate 
generated by any of the test procedures. The Chebyshev method appears to be quite desirable for 
those integrations that require good accuracy after a large number of steps. 
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